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Slogan: THE PLAYGROUND FOR GROWN-UPS

TOP-SELLING FEATURES

⮚
⮚
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⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

A unique concept in Cancun, defined by its trendy, fun, party atmosphere
An all-inclusive resort or adults 21+
Extraordinary topless-optional areas
First-class services & facilities
Unique room decor, including state-of-the-art amenities
Sensational gourmet experiences
International cuisine, including a signature aphrodisiac restaurant
Adult-centric entertainment
Theme parties
Performances
Headliner DJs & live music
Exciting signature packages menu
Spectacular spa

Descriptive Copy: 300 Words
If you are seeking a unique type of adult-centric vacation, Temptation Cancun Resort,
the original Playground for Grown-Ups, is the place to be.
Catering to free-spirited travelers (21+), Temptation Cancun Resort is the ideal hotspot
for fun in the sun by day, and sexy signature themed parties by night, all surrounded
by a fun, empowering atmosphere, allowing you to feel sexy, free and uninhibited.
Thanks to an extraordinary staff, dedicated to exceeding guests’ expectations, your
resort experience will be unforgettable and incomparable to any other resort across
the globe, all while enjoying sun, sand and the spectacular view of the Caribbean that
this extraordinary destination has to offer.
Temptation Cancun Resort has redefined Cancun’s skyline with a stunning
avant-garde superstructure. We offer 428 trendy rooms and suites with a sexy vibe,
each with a terrace or balcony, offering views of our gardens or the breathtaking
Caribbean Sea.
Discover the topless-optional areas that Temptation offers, such as the electrifying
Sexy Pool, for guests to get in on the fun; our Quiet Pool, for some down time; or our
heavenly Caribbean beach. Each of these spaces is guaranteed to take your guest
experience to a whole new level.

We offer seven restaurants, a late-night snack bar, plus a gourmet cafe/deli,
representing more than 15 cuisines from around the world, allowing for an always
indulgent culinary experience. In addition, you will enjoy round-the-clock domestic
and international brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service at six different
bars.
The property also features a spectacular spa with a vast array of treatments to delight
the senses, where you can relax after a workout in our state-of-the-art fitness center.
Temptation Cancun Resort has refined and elevated its original concept by enhancing
the guest experience with the highest international hotel standards and
ground-breaking design, all complemented by riveting entertainment, global
gastronomy, and modern accommodations.

Descriptive Copy: 250 Words
If you are seeking a unique type of adult-centric vacation, Temptation Cancun Resort
is the place to be.
Catering to free-spirited travelers (21+), Temptation Cancun Resort is the ideal hotspot
for fun in the sun by day, and sexy signature themed parties by night, all surrounded
by a fun, empowering atmosphere, allowing you to feel sexy, free and uninhibited.
Temptation Cancun Resort has redefined Cancun’s skyline with a stunning
avant-garde superstructure. We offer 428 trendy rooms and suites with a sexy vibe,
each with a terrace or balcony, offering views of our gardens or the breathtaking
Caribbean Sea.
Discover the topless-optional areas that Temptation offers, such as the electrifying
Sexy Pool, for guests to get in on the fun; our Quiet Pool, for some down time; or our
heavenly Caribbean beach. Each of these spaces is guaranteed to take your guest
experience to a whole new level.
We offer seven restaurants, a late-night snack bar, plus a gourmet cafe/deli,
representing more than 15 cuisines from around the world, allowing for an always
indulgent culinary experience. In addition, you will enjoy round-the-clock domestic
and international brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service at six different

bars.
The property also features a spectacular spa with a vast array of treatments to delight
the senses, where you can relax after a workout in our state-of-the-art fitness center.
Temptation Cancun Resort has refined and elevated its original concept by enhancing
the guest experience with the highest international hotel standards and
ground-breaking design, all complemented by riveting entertainment, global
gastronomy, and modern accommodations.

Descriptive Copy: 200 Words
Catering to free-spirited travelers (21+), Temptation Cancun Resort is the ideal hotspot
for fun in the sun by day, and sexy signature themed parties by night, all surrounded
by a fun, empowering atmosphere, allowing you to feel sexy, free and uninhibited.
Temptation Cancun Resort has redefined Cancun’s skyline with a stunning
avant-garde superstructure. We offer 428 trendy rooms and suites with a sexy vibe,
each with a terrace or balcony, offering views of our gardens or the breathtaking
Caribbean Sea.
Discover the topless-optional areas that Temptation offers, such as the electrifying
Sexy Pool, for guests to get in on the fun; our Quiet Pool, for some down time; or our
heavenly Caribbean beach. Each of these spaces is guaranteed to take your guest
experience to a whole new level.
We offer seven restaurants, a late-night snack bar, plus a gourmet cafe/deli,
representing more than 15 cuisines from around the world, allowing for an always
indulgent culinary experience. In addition, you will enjoy round-the-clock domestic
and international brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service at six different
bars.
The property also features a spectacular spa with a vast array of treatments to delight
the senses, where you can relax after a workout in our state-of-the-art fitness center.

Descriptive Copy: 150 Words

Temptation Cancun Resort is the ideal hotspot for fun in the sun by day, and sexy
signature themed parties by night.
We offer 428 trendy rooms and suites with a sexy vibe, each with a terrace or balcony,
offering views of our gardens or the breathtaking Caribbean Sea.
Discover the topless-optional areas that Temptation offers: the electrifying Sexy Pool,
our Quiet Pool, and our heavenly Caribbean beach. Each of these spaces is
guaranteed to take your guest experience to a whole new level.
We offer seven restaurants, a late-night snack bar, plus a gourmet cafe/deli,
representing more than 15 cuisines from around the world, allowing for an always
indulgent culinary experience. In addition, you will enjoy round-the-clock domestic
and international brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service at six different
bars.
The property also features a spectacular spa with a vast array of treatments to delight
the senses, where you can relax after a workout in our state-of-the-art fitness center.

Descriptive Copy: 100 Words
If you are seeking a unique type of adult-centric vacation, Temptation Cancun Resort
is the place to be.
Discover the topless-optional areas that Temptation offers: the electrifying Sexy Pool,
our Quiet Pool, and our heavenly Caribbean beach. Each of these spaces is
guaranteed to take your guest experience to a whole new level.
We offer seven restaurants, a late-night snack bar, plus a gourmet cafe/deli,
representing more than 15 cuisines from around the world, allowing for an always
indulgent culinary experience. In addition, you will enjoy round-the-clock domestic
and international brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service at six different
bars.

Descriptive Copy: 75 Words

If you are seeking a unique type of adult-centric vacation with fun in the sun by day,
and sexy signature themed parties by night, Temptation Cancun Resort is the place to
be.
We offer seven restaurants, a late-night snack bar, plus a gourmet cafe/deli,
representing more than 15 cuisines from around the world, allowing for an always
indulgent culinary experience. In addition, you will enjoy round-the-clock domestic
and international brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service at six different
bars.

Descriptive Copy: 50 Words
If you are seeking a unique type of adult-centric vacation, with fun in the sun by day,
sexy signature themed parties by night, topless-optional areas, a world-class
all-inclusive program, and state-of-the-art guest rooms and facilities, plus an
extraordinary service, Temptation Cancun Resort, the original Playground for
Grown-Ups, is the place to be.

Descriptive Copy: 25 Words
With adult fun in the sun, sexy theme nights, topless-optional areas, and a world-class
all-inclusive program, Temptation Cancun Resort is the place to be.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Temptation Cancun Resort offers 428 magnificently decorated rooms and suites
created by world-renowned designer, Karim Rashid. Each of these unique spaces
provides a terrace or balcony with views of our gardens or the Caribbean Sea.

Tower categories
4 Temptation Oceanfront Penthouses (192.72 m2) 1 king bed
6 Temptation Oceanfront Master Suites (128.55 m2) 1 king bed

5 Lush Tower Oceanfront Suites (59.57 m2) 1 king bed
8 Lush Tower Oceanfront Playful Experience Suites (59.57 m2) 1 king bed
54 Bash Tower Ocean View (48.52 m2) 1 king bed
32 Bash Tower Ocean View Playful Experience (48.52 m2) 1 king bed

Room categories
12 Seduction Oceanfront Suites | Seduction Oceanfront Suites Playful Experience
(44.05 m2) 1 king bed
30 Plush Jacuzzi Room Pool View | Plush Jacuzzi Room Playful Experience
(38.85 m2) 1 king bed
48 Trendy Ocean View | Ladies Take Over Ocean-View Room
(40.46 m2) 1 King or 2 double beds
8 Trendy Ocean View Playful Experience (40.46 m2) 1 King or 2 double beds
185 Trendy Garden View (30.96m2) 1 King or 2 double beds
36 Trendy Garden View Playful Experience (30.96m2)

THE TOWER BY TEMPTATION
The Tower by Temptation hosts 109 guest rooms and suites, providing the ultimate
guest experience for those seeking additional benefits and amenities, above and
beyond our already incredible all-inclusive program. By selecting a room or suite in our
avant-garde superstructure, you can enjoy numerous exclusive features.
And if you are looking for an even more incredible and funtastic kind of stay and play
vacay, choose one of our Playful Experience rooms, offering all the Tower perks plus

extraordinary gifts, services, and amenities only included for you! Make your
Temptation vacation much sexier!

Tower exclusive features
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

VIP check in and check out
A Tower exclusive room service menu designed by our executive chef
SKY 3.5 cocktail party for Tower guests
Free adult TV channels
An exclusive sun deck area located beside Sea Flirt, in front of the Sexy Pool bar
Free calls to USA and Canada

Temptation Oceanfront Penthouse
Our 4 Temptation Oceanfront Penthouses (192.72 m2) feature one bedroom with a
king-size bed facing a 60” LED TV, and two full-sized bathrooms, one with a tub and
the other with a spectacular rain shower. Our Penthouses also offer an ocean view
living room with a LED TV, a fully stocked, private bar, plus a stripper pole.
These oceanfront penthouses have an incredible wrap-around balcony with an
outdoor jacuzzi and daybeds, and 2 separate sitting areas for your enjoyment. Guests
staying in these rooms can enjoy butler service plus pool and beach concierge
assistance.
Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details offered to our Oceanfront
Penthouse guests.

Temptation Oceanfront Master Suite
Our 6 Temptation Oceanfront Master Suites (128.55 m2) feature one king-size bed
facing a 48” LED TV, an ocean view living room, and a full bathroom with separate
toilet, two washbowls, and a spectacular rain shower with a separate tub.
These suites have an incredible wrap-around balcony with an outdoor jacuzzi for two,
a sitting area, and lawn furniture, plus a private stocked bar. Guests staying in these

suites can enjoy butler service plus pool and beach concierge assistance.
Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.

Lush Tower Oceanfront Suite
Our 5 Lush Tower Oceanfront Suites (59.57 m2) have a prime, on-site location in the
heart of our resort. Not only will you enjoy the mesmerizing oceanfront view but
witness all that is happening in our world-renowned Sexy Pool.
These suites feature a king-size bed, an amplified living area including a 48” LED TV,
and a full bathroom with separate toilet, two washbowls, and a spectacular rain
shower.
These suites have an oversized balcony with a jacuzzi for two, an outdoor sitting area,
pool and beach concierge service, as well as many other amenities for an
unforgettable Temptation experience.
*Located in the center section of the tower, on upper levels.

Lush Tower Oceanfront Playful Experience Suite
For a true one-of-a-kind vacation, our 8 Lush Tower Oceanfront Playful Experience
Suites (59.57 m2) include additional gifts, services, and amenities only included in our
Playful Experience room categories. Please see the amenities chart for all the
exclusive details.
Featuring a prime on-site location in the heart of our resort, not only will you enjoy the
mesmerizing oceanfront view, but you will witness all that is happening in our
world-renowned Sexy Pool.
These suites have a king-size bed, an amplified living area including a 48” LED TV,
and a full bathroom with separate toilet, two washbowls, and a spectacular rain
shower, as well as an oversized balcony with a jacuzzi for two, an outdoor sitting area,
pool and beach concierge service, as well as many other amenities for an
unforgettable Temptation experience.

*Located in the center section of the tower, on upper levels.

Bash Tower Ocean View
Our 54 Bash Tower Ocean View rooms (48.52 m2) boast a spacious balcony with
breathtaking views of the Caribbean Sea, one king-size bed, an amplified living area
including a 48” LED TV, and a full bathroom with separate toilet, two washbowls and a
spectacular rain shower.
Located in the resort’s main building and overlooking the Sexy Pool, these rooms are
the perfect choice for those seeking unique accommodations. Additionally, pool and
beach concierge is available for this category.
*Some ocean view rooms feature a partial view.

Bash Tower Ocean View Playful Experience
Our 32 Bash Tower Ocean View Playful Experience rooms (48.52 m2) include
additional gifts, services, and amenities only included in our Playful Experience
categories. Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.
These rooms boast a spacious balcony with breathtaking views of the Caribbean Sea,
one king-size bed, an amplified living area including a 48” LED TV, and a full bathroom
with separate toilet, two washbowls and a spectacular rain shower.
Located in the resort’s main building and overlooking the Sexy Pool, these rooms are
the perfect choice for those seeking unique accommodations. Additionally, pool and
beach concierge is available for this category.
*Some ocean view rooms feature a partial view.

ROOM CATEGORIES
Seduction Oceanfront Suites

Through the accumulation of different colors, textures and richness, we have created
12 Seduction Oceanfront Suites (44.05 m2), for the free-spirited traveler seeking
additional state-of-the-art amenities and unique accommodations, featuring one
king-size bed, an intimate living area including a 48” LED TV, and a full bathroom with
separate toilet, two washbowls, and a spectacular rain shower.
In addition to other amenities, we will take your guest experience to a whole new level
with an in-room jacuzzi for two.
*All Seduction Oceanfront Suites have a jacuzzi. Room distributions in this category
may vary according to location.

Seduction Oceanfront Suites Playful Experience
Our 12 Seduction Oceanfront Suites Playful Experience (44.05 m2) include additional
gifts, services, and amenities only included in our Playful Experience categories.
Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.
These
accommodations
provide
state-of-the-art amenities and unique
accommodations, featuring one king-size bed, an intimate living area including a 48”
LED TV, and a full bathroom with separate toilet, two washbowls, and a spectacular
rain shower.
In addition to other amenities, we will take your guest experience to a whole new level
with an in-room jacuzzi for two.
*All Seduction Oceanfront Suites have a jacuzzi. Room distributions in this category
may vary according to location.

Plush Jacuzzi Room Pool View
Our 30 Plush Jacuzzi Rooms (38.85 m2), with a view of our Quiet Pool, feature one
king-size bed, a 48” LED TV, a full bathroom with separate toilet, one washbowl and a
spectacular rain shower. However, what distinguishes this room from the rest is its
romantic outdoor Jacuzzi, giving a whole new meaning to the word relaxation.

Plush Jacuzzi Room Playful Experience
Our 30 Plush Jacuzzi Playful Experience (38.85 m2) rooms include additional gifts,
services, and amenities only included in our Playful Experience categories. Please
see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.
These rooms feature one king-size bed, a 48” LED TV, a full bathroom with separate
toilet, one washbowl and a spectacular rain shower. However, what distinguishes this
room from the rest is its romantic outdoor Jacuzzi, giving a whole new meaning to the
word relaxation.

Trendy Ocean View
Our 48 Trendy Ocean View rooms (40.46 m2) boast a spacious balcony or terrace with
breathtaking views of the Caribbean Sea. With our unique accommodations, each
featuring one king-size or two double beds, a 48” LED TV, and a full bathroom with
separate toilet, one washbowl, and a spectacular rain shower, we have created an
out-of-the-ordinary guest experience for the free-spirited traveler.
*Note: some ocean view rooms feature a partial view.

Ladies Take Over Ocean-View Room
Our Ladies Take Over Ocean-View Rooms (40.46 m2) are exclusively for women only,
and include additional gifts, services, and amenities only included in this category.
Third lady stays free. Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.
These rooms boast a spacious balcony or terrace with breathtaking views of the
Caribbean Sea. With our unique accommodations, each featuring one king-size or two
double beds, a 48” LED TV, and a full bathroom with separate toilet, one washbowl,
and a spectacular rain shower, we have created an out-of-the-ordinary guest
experience for the free-spirited traveler.
*Note: some ocean view rooms feature a partial view.

Trendy Ocean View Playful Experience
Our 8 Trendy Ocean View Playful Experience rooms (40.46 m2) include additional
gifts, services, and amenities only included in our Playful Experience categories.
Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.
These rooms boast a spacious balcony or terrace with breathtaking views of the
Caribbean Sea. With our unique accommodations, each featuring one king-size or two
double beds, a 48” LED TV, and a full bathroom with separate toilet, one washbowl,
and a spectacular rain shower, we have created an out-of-the-ordinary guest
experience for the free-spirited traveler.
*Note: some ocean view rooms feature a partial view.
Trendy Garden View
Our 185 Trendy Garden View rooms feature one king-size or two double beds, a 48”
LED TV, and a full bathroom with separate toilet, one washbowl, and a spectacular
rain shower. Each of these 30.96 m2 rooms boast a spacious balcony or terrace
overlooking our perfectly groomed gardens.

Trendy Garden View Playful Experience
Our 36 Trendy Garden View Playful Experience rooms include additional gifts,
services, and amenities only included in our Playful Experience categories. Please
see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.
These rooms feature one king-size or two double beds, a 48” LED TV, and a full
bathroom with separate toilet, one washbowl, and a spectacular rain shower. Each of
these 30.96 m2 rooms boast a spacious balcony or terrace overlooking our perfectly
groomed gardens.

SPECIAL ROOM AMENITIES
* Important: minimum 3-night stay required. Services and amenities included vary depending on the
room category.

AMENITIES

BASH TOWER
OCEAN VIEW
PLAYFUL
EXPERIENCE

LUSH TOWER
OCEANFRONT
PLAYFUL EXPERIENCE
SUITE

PLUSH JACUZZI
ROOM PLAYFUL
EXPERIENCE

SEDUCTION
OCEANFRONT
PLAYFUL
EXPERIENCE

TRENDY OCEAN
VIEW PLAYFUL
EXPERIENCE

TRENDY
GARDEN VIEW
PLAYFUL
EXPERIENCE

LADIES TAKE
OVER
OCEAN-VIEW
ROOM

Welcome gift

✔

3rd lady stays
free

✔

All-inclusive
tour to Isla
Mujeres

✔

Manicure &
pedicure per
guest

✔

Moët &
Chandon and
strawberries
served at a
reserved table
at BASH

✔

1 bottle of
Tequila
Milagro Silver
at Bash

✔

✔

Private check
in & check out
with VIP
concierge

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Bottle of
sparkling wine
in room upon
arrival

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Daily turndown
service with
petit fours

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Complimentar
y access to
SKY 3.5

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Free room
service & in
room movies

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1 hydrotherapy
session per
person

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

One 25-minute
relaxing

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
per guest

massage per
couple
Express facial
for two people

✔

Use of the dry
and wet areas
in our spa
25% discount
in the spa and
on beach
dinners

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

15% discount
in the spa and
on beach
dinners

✔
spa, wine list,
logoshop,
and
signature
experiences
✔

1 Reservation
in a Balinese
Bed or Egg
Bed w/choice
between Bash
or the Sexy
Pool (does not
include bottle
service)

✔

✔

Complimentar
y wine pairing
during dinner
at SHE

✔

✔

Exclusive deck
for Tower
guests

✔

✔

Butler service

✔

✔

Romantic
Dinner
(includes
four-course
dinner for two,
personalized
waiter service
& sparkling
wine bottle.)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

In-room spa:
jacuzzi w/
mineral salts,
candles, and
champagne in
room

✔

✔

✔

✔

REGULAR AMENITIES
AMENITIES

VIP check in &
check out

TEMPTATION
OCEANFRONT
PENTHOUSES

✔

TEMPTATION
OCEANFRONT
MASTER
SUITES

✔

LUSH TOWER
OCEANFRONT
SUITES

✔

BASH
TOWER
OCEAN VIEW

✔

SEDUCTION
OCEANFRO
NT SUITES

PLUSH
JACUZZI
ROOM POOL
VIEW

TRENDY
OCEAN VIEW

TRENDY
GARDEN
VIEW

Free 24-hour
room service
plus an
exclusive
room service
menu by our
executive chef
Cocktail SKY
3.5 (once a
week)
Free adult T.V
channels
Exclusive
sundeck area
for Tower
guests
Butler service
Pool & beach
concierge
service
Free calls to
USA &
Canada
Exclusive
name-brand
amenities
Pillow menu
Free access
SKY 3.5
Gourmet
coffee maker
Elevators
Preferential
restaurant
reservations
Fully-stocked
bar (upon
arrival)
60” LED
television
Stocked bar
(upon arrival)
Complimentar
y VIP
round-trip
transportation
Aromatherapy
Egyptian
sheets
Sound system
w/Bluetooth
Welcome
snack basket
Jacuzzi kit
Variety of teas
48” LED
television
Free Wi-Fi
Welcome
drink & moist
towel upon
arrival
Turndown
service
Bathrobe &
slippers
Safety deposit
box w/laptop
capacity
Hair
straightener
(previous
request)
Hair dryer
In-room
minibar
Alarm clock
w/Bluetooth
Electronic
scale

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Phone &
service
directory
Free national
calls
In-room billing
Eco-friendly
amenities
Coffee maker

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

24-hour room
service
(additional
charge)

✔

✔

ALL-INCLUSIVE FEATURES
⮚
⮚
⮚

⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Valet parking
Welcome cocktail and refreshing towels
Round-the-clock à la carte food and beverage service, including gourmet
restaurants, “show cooking”, and international buffets. Our restaurants offer a wide
variety of natural, vegan, gluten-free and organic options/ingredients
24-hour domestic and international alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service,
with a large selection of fine wines, beer, and cocktails
Tequila, wine, martini, and coffee tastings
Free national calls
Free Wi-Fi
Evening turn-down service with aromatherapy
State-of-the-art fitness center
Concierge service
Pool concierge service
Daytime adult-centric activities program
Signature evening entertainment, including live music, resident and headliner DJs,
trendy performances, icebreakers, and much, much more…
Sports’ bar with transmission of international sporting events, pool, videogames,
darts, and table games

ADDITIONAL SERVICES ($)
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Pay-Per-View
24-hour room service ($). This service is free for Tower categories
Top shelf in-room minibar
Fine wines
Professional beauty salon offering a wide variety of high-quality services for men
and women

⮚
⮚
⮚

Our spa offers an extensive variety of treatments, massages and facials, aiding in
the relaxation and rejuvenation of the mind, body and spirit
Private dining on the beach (previous reservation required)
Signature Experiences Menu (contact guest service for details)

RESTAURANTS & BARS
*All dining venues and bars, and their operating hours, are subject to change
without prior notice.

RESTAURANTS
With Temptation Cancun Resort’s wide variety of signature, gourmet restaurants,
representing over 15 kitchens from around the world, guests are invited to savor the
different flavors this exquisite art has to offer, creating a true culinary experience in
every bite.

RAIN
Breakfast
Leave all misconceptions of buffet dining at the door and be wowed by the talent on
display at our 4 live-action cooking stations and two-line breakfast buffet, where our
chefs bring together an enormous array of regional and international cuisine, sure to
grant all your culinary wishes. Rain will take your taste buds on a journey of flavor, as
you sample delectable dishes and new temptations daily.
Hours of operation: 7:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Dress code: Beach Casual. Swimwear and/or wet clothing are not permitted.
Shoes/sandals and shirts are required.
Lunch
Displays of succulent seafood, select choice meat, and vivacious vegan options,
complement our extraordinary lunch buffet, all accompanied by an extensive selection
of international dishes.
Hours of operation: 12:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Dress code: Beach Casual. Swimwear and/or wet clothing are not permitted.
Shoes/sandals and shirts are required.
Dinner
Every night is a theme night at Temptation, giving a traditionally casual dining
experience a fine dining sensibility. Enjoy 7 different, exquisite kitchens from around
the world: Mexican, International, Italian, Arab, Aphrodisiac, Brazilian, and
Mediterranean.
Hours of operation: 6:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Resort casual, long pants, collared shirts with sleeves and closed shoes
are required.

FLAME
Flame, Temptation’s signature grill, cordially invites you to be wined, dined, and
dazzled throughout this one-of-a-kind experience for meat lovers.
In addition to our extensive selection of fine cuts, you can indulge in our sensational
salad bar, succulent soups, carpaccio, fine cheese, and a phenomenal array of cold
cuts. Flame’s distinct style of service is what makes you feel special from the moment
they walk through the door.
Reservation required.
Hours of operation: 6:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Resort Casual. Shoes and a shirts with sleeves are required. No tank
tops, shorts, swimwear, or sandals.

SUTRA
Discover Asian gastronomy at its finest in Temptation’s Sutra. Incorporating culinary
components from five different international kitchens: China, Japan, India, Vietnam,
and Thailand, Sutra’s exquisite menu is only part of what makes this unique dining
experience special.

Upon entering, you will truly transcend to a whole new level that encompasses the
senses. Sutra offers an inspiring, rich, visual culture, transforming this space into a
majestic Asian temple.
Reservations are required for Teppanyaki tables.
Hours of operation: 6:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Resort Casual. Long pants, collared shirts with sleeves and closed
shoes are required.

SHE
Embrace the game of seduction with your partner at Temptation’s aphrodisiac
signature restaurant, She. Indulge in a delicately prepared multiple-course menu,
guaranteed to provoke irresistible sensations of pleasure while experiencing a real
taste of ecstasy from the moment you arrive.
Our chef invites you to enjoy this unforgettable couples’ experience that is sure to
delight your taste buds and ignite your senses.
A reservation is required for this couples-only experience.
Hours of operation: 6:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Sensual Elegant.
Ladies: Elegance with a dash of sexy and sensual.
Gentlemen: Long pants, collared shirt with sleeves and closed shoes are required.

ROMANZA
The elegance and splendor of Romanza invites you on a culinary journey, combining a
sense of Italy’s heritage with its finest ingredients. This specialty restaurant is
innovative yet mindful of tradition. Our chefs have created a selection of delicious,
bold flavored, rustic Italian dishes that showcase authenticity.
With Romanza’s curves and colors, this space is designed to provide you with an
unrivaled dining experience. An evening at Romanza is always an evening to be

remembered.
Hours of operation: 6:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Resort casual, long pants, collared shirt with sleeves and closed shoes
are required.

SEA FLIRT
Delicious, fresh seafood dining can be the highlight of any visit to the Caribbean, and
the truth is we’re blessed with some of the most incredible chefs, offering succulent
seafood dishes from 3 different international kitchens, which is a rare affair. Our chefs’
unique talents turn Peruvian, Caribbean, and Creole seafood specialties into
memorable feasts.
The most important thing that makes any seafood restaurant spectacular is the quality,
specifically the freshness of the shellfish and fish, and here at Sea Flirt, the food truly
speaks for itself.
Breakfast
Only for Premier Members and The Tower guests.
Power up your day with a healthy oceanfront breakfast at Sea Flirt. This morning
hotspot invites you to sit down and savor the most important meal of the day. You will
find a wide variety of fresh fruit, freshly prepared juices, smoothies, eggs any-style,
omelets, and exquisite chef specials.
Hours of operation: 7 a.m. – 11 a.m.
Dress Code: Beach Casual, swimwear and/or wet clothing are not permitted.
Shoes/sandals and shirts are required.
Dinner
Open for everyone.
Hours of operation: 06:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Resort Casual. Long pants, collared shirt with sleeves, and closed shoes
are required.

AMORES
Each evening at Amores, you will experience an authentic journey across the different
regions of Mexico. With its spectacular vanguard Mexican buffet options, combined
with traditional music and a festive atmosphere, Amores perfectly represents our
culturally rich country, Mexico.
Mexican food is known throughout the world as comfort food, distinguished by dishes
that burst with flavor. The chefs at Amores take pride in elevating classic Mexican eats
to gourmet levels with fascinating explanations and artful presentations. Be prepared
as we take gastronomy to a whole new level, whether it be mole from Puebla, picadas
veracruzanas, tlayudas oaxaqueñas, or pozole from Jalisco, each will match up to the
definition of Amores: true love and passion in every bite.
Hours of operation: 7:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
Dress code: Resort Casual. Long pants, collared shirts with sleeves, and closed
shoes are required.

CAFFEINE
Throughout the day, you can enjoy an aromatic espresso, a delicate cappuccino, or
savor the finest teas from around the world. In this French/Italian bakery you will find
a wide selection of panini’s and baguettes. And for those with special dietary needs,
there are sugar-free options as well.
Hours of operation: 6 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Dress code: Beach Casual. Swimwear and/or wet clothing are not permitted.
Shoes/sandals and shirts are required.

24-HOUR ROOM SERVICE
In addition to our regular room service menu, our Tower guests can enjoy exclusive
menu options by our executive chef.

BARS
BASH
Known as the heartbeat of Temptation Cancun Resort, Bash is a #1 fan favorite here
at Temptation and a true Playground for Grown-Ups with riveting entertainment,
electrifying music, fiesta, and fun, staying true to our unique world-renowned concept.
Bash, known for its signature program featuring top resident and guest DJs and
creative nightly programming, is the perfect place to see and be seen.
Bar hours: 6:00 p.m. – 2:00 a.m.
Snack hours: 7:00 p.m. – 2:00 a.m.

BOOST
Located at our Sexy Pool, Boost, the leader in day life here at Temptation, provides
nothing but fun. Boost continues its infamous reign with an amplified and progressive
poolside experience that is all about making waves. Accessorize your sexiest suit with
a carefree attitude, as our Playmakers bring the action to this sexy, swim-up bar.
Hours of operation: 10:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

ZILANZIO
What says vacation more than a drink in your hand... in the pool... in Cancun? At
Zilanzio, we certainly wouldn’t have it any other way. In the relaxing environment of
our Quiet Pool, you can enjoy the simple pleasures in life: taking a dip while
witnessing spectacular views of the Caribbean Sea, where they can while away their
afternoons sipping delicious signature cocktails without ever leaving the water.
Hours of operation: 10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

SCORE

Score sports a hip, sexy, retro vibe, decked out with VIP trappings like magenta
leather booths, massive quantities of flat-screen TVs, and pool tables, all
complemented by spectacular spirits. All you must do is lean back and take in the
active atmosphere. Remember: where you watch is just as important as what you
watch”, SCORE is Temptation’s hotspot to catch the latest sporting events.
Hours of operation: 6:00 p.m. – 2:00 a.m.

LEVEL 3.5
Our colorful, innovative, futuristic lobby bar, Level 3.5, features an exclusive, signature
design by world renowned designer, Karim Rashid, which demonstrates his
extraordinary talent in a way never-before witnessed. Due to its prime location, this
bar immediately converts itself into the perfect reference point for our guests to meet.
Cocktails reflect the mood of society and the trends of time, for this reason Level 3.5
was created with the belief that life and drinking should be as artistic as art itself.
Come and see for yourself what this spectacular space is all about.
Hours of operation: 10:00 a.m. – 6:00 a.m.
Dress code: Beach Casual. Swimwear and/or wet clothing are not permitted.
Shoes/sandals and shirts are required.
SKY 3.5
Have you ever been to heaven? Temptation has reserved this privileged
topless-optional playground, which collides with Cancun’s skyline, to take you there.
Recharge your battery at Sky 3.5, a spectacular set up complemented by casual
gastronomy and masters in mixology. All this and more on the ride to SKY 3.5.
Days & hours of operation:
Tuesday – Sunday
11 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Free access to SKY 3.5 for all Tower guests and Premier members, including an
exclusive cocktail offered once a week. There is a minimal cover charge for all
other resort guests. Please see our front desk for details.

SPA ROSÉ
Our spa offers a true paradise of pleasures beyond your wildest imagination. For a
complete, relaxing experience, enjoy a vast array of relaxing spa treatments
performed by highly specialized therapists, who will delight your senses by pampering
you with carefully selected products.
Hours of operation: 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.

POOL AREAS
SEXY POOL
Temptation, an international trendsetter, breaks all barriers with its sensational Sexy
Pool, a guaranteed pumping poolside experience. This high-energy hotspot
contributes with pioneer never-seen-before pool parties and performances.
Accessorize your sexiest suit with a carefree attitude, grab a cocktail, and get in on the
action!
QUIET POOL
If you are looking to enjoy a relaxing day, Temptation’s Quiet Pool is the perfect spot.
Nestled into the heart of our hotel’s quiet section, this spectacular space offers a more
intimate experience in a smaller area. Grab a drink and soak up some sun in our
peaceful aquatic oasis.

SIGNATURE ENTERTAINMENT
Have you ever wondered what makes Temptation Cancun Resort so unique?
Entertainment! Our Playmakers are notorious for their exclusive, adult-centric
entertainment program designed to satisfy all. Whether you are an active participant or
a relaxed spectator, we promise non-stop fun in the sun for all.
With years of experience in the resort industry we have found the perfect chemistry of
mixing “party newbies” with “party experts” to produce the ultimate cocktail of fun. Our

spectacular events calendar delivers a well-balanced selection of activities to satisfy
all tastes.
These special events range from; spicy signature theme nights (dress codes apply),
pumping pool parties hosted by headliners, resident DJs and live musicians, custom
shows and performances, diverse daytime activities and water sports, as well as many
other surprises we have up our sleeve, all providing the perfect atmosphere that has
made us famous over years.

LOCATION
Only a short 20-minute ride from Cancun’s International Airport, Temptation Cancun
Resort is located at km. 3.5 Boulevard Kukulcan, in the heart of Cancun’s Hotel Zone.

IMPORTANT
Check in is at 3:00 p.m. and our check out time at 11:00 a.m. However, guests will
have a 1-hour allowance for check out until 12:00 noon.

COPYRIGHT POLICY
This series of texts is property and creation of, Original Group; it is to be used
exclusively for the promotion of Temptation Cancun Resort. We provide this document
so that clients have enough information about the concept of the hotel.
You are welcome to use them to create your own materials, however, copying them
word for word will be considered plagiarism and Original Group reserves its right to
take legal measures against this practice. To make use of our texts, please contact us
at: marketing@original-group.com

HOTEL & CONTACT INFORMATION
Km. 3.5 Blvd. Kukulcan, Zona Hotelera, Cancun, Quintana Roo,

Mexico, C.P. 77500
Phone: 52 (998) 848 7900
Reservations:
Phone: (998) 848 79 41
Toll-Free USA:1 877 485 8367
Toll-Free Mexico: 01 800 215 1000
E-Mail: temptation@original-group.com
Media: media.original-group.com/temptation-resort/
Visit: temptation-experience.com
General Manager: Oriol Alberch Alonso
E-mail: oalberch@original-group.com
Sales Director: Alma Mendoza
E-mail: amendoza@original-group.com
Marketing Director: Uriel Gutierrez
E-mail: ugutierrez@original-group.com
America & Europe Sales Manager: Dania Hernandez
E-mail: dhernandez@original-group.com
Group Manager: Kenia Torres
E-mail: sales1@original-group.com

Accounting: Katia Ulloa
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Customer Service: José Manuel Romero
E-mail: chiefconcierge@temptationresorts.com
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